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1. General 

 Economic infrastructure: transport, energy, water, telecomms 

    - transport: ports, freight, urban 

 

 Structure-conduct-performance 

    - importance of external governance 

 

 Bold reform elements; get money to the right place 

     - funding and financing 

     - ‘fiscal gap’ 

 

 Grains interest: ports and freight  



1a. General: next 20 years 

 Food a bigger international issue 

 

 Settlement, environment and industrial activity 

 

 Climate & weather shift 

 

 Pressure on budgets 

 

 Information management 

 

 Australia relies more on exports? 

 



2a. Priorities 

 Long term plan – sequencing - projects 

    - the right framework is the priority  

 

 Preconceptions 

    - long term plan to do everything now? 

    - historical thread? 

    - information overload / squeaky wheel? 

    - advocacy or analysis? 

    - data or hypothesis? 



2b. The priority: ports & freight long term plan 

 Starting point: 

     - goods move along least financial cost pathway 

      

 Implies: 

     - lower unit cost near nodes 

     - fairly stable hierarchy of nodes and routes 

     - long term planning is possible 

 

 Goal: least economic cost pathway 

    - align financial and economic cost 

    - assure minimum cost on established routes 

    - competitive pathways to overseas markets 

 



2c. Plan - issues 

 High flow places: generally well known, long established; 

    - certainty of capacity / possible encroachment 

    - priority of use 

 

 Other places: some old some new; 

    - uncertainty about what is needed 

 

 Connecting high and low flow places; 

    - storage and system redundancy 

 

 Infrastructure for economic gains; 

    - exports  

    - roads the big issue  

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/Railroads_of_the_United_States_in_1918_-_Project_Gutenberg_eText_16960.png


2d. Plan: national freight network 



2e. Plan for network 

A place for freight? 

 National level planning 

 Streamlined approvals 

 Vehicle interoperability 

 Market principles 

 Supporting governance 

 Buy in: industry, community, governments 

 

Achieving road reform? 

 The roads story 

 Local rural roads 



3a. Implementation: proof of concept 

 Trials:  
     - Mount Isa -Townsville 

     - Chullora rail terminal / area 

     - Hume ‘b triples’ 

     - road asset manager 

 

 Obvious:  
     - network should join places 

     - best roads to railheads 

     - build from ports out 

     - people don’t like trucks 



3b. Underway 

 Mount Isa – Townsville: results 
- ports strategy and freight strategy nearly identical 

- planning & coordination needed for monopoly parts of supply chain 

 

 Chullora: lessons to date 
- goodwill exists, action inhibited by ‘complexity’ 

- ‘place for freight’ is not understood 

 

 



3c. Underway 

 Hume ‘b-triples’: lessons to date 
- consultation is an iterative process 

- commercial and economic pathways are intricately linked 

- main road use can be a market like utilities 

 

 

 Asset manager: lessons to date 
- some communities recognise pathways 

- asset data is critical, but ‘achievable’ 

- listening is more than hearing 

 



3d. Next 

 Gladstone: economic significance 
- minerals, energy, industry 

- scale of impact is % of GDP 

- fulcrum? 

 

 

 Newcastle: port city 
- city and port planning 

- evolution of settlement 

- international interest 

 

 

 



4. Implications 

 food plan initiatives were anticipated by national ports strategy 

 

 history shows strategic options are limited 

 

 success lies in harnessing natural advantages and forces 

 

 ‘tactics’, especially ‘government funding’, need to fit strategy? 

 

 least cost pathway implications for storage and product assurance 

 

 user pays approach must include user says  

 

 field trials of ‘reform’ elements are essential 



5. Thank you 

Freight policies need clarity and relevance 
 overelaborate / activity list plan will fail 

 minutae risks relegating history, geography & economics and 

alienating the community 

 

A place for freight 
 harness economic and innovative forces 

 least cost pathways, visible from the moon 

 reconnection with the national story & agriculture 

 
Road reform 
 needs a real story 

 particular attention to local rural roads 


